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Abstract. Schema matching is one of the
critical step and a basic problem in many
database domains such as database
integrity and semantic query processing. In
the current and normal scenario the
matching procedure is generally done
manually which is quite time consuming
and has numerous issues. In this paper we
suggest an automated approach which can
distinguish differences between two
databases on schema-level, structure level
and on constraint level in a homogenous
distributed database based on SQL Server
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I.

Introduction

The rapid growth of the networking and
database technology has had a major
impact on the information processing for
the
requirement
of
organization.
Information has become the most critical
resource in many organization and
therefore it an efficient access to the
information as well as sharing. As a result
many effort has been reported on
interconnecting the increase number of
database scattered across several site. In
order to reconcile the requirement tool are
being
developed
for
efficient
interconnecting different database schema
as well as for administrating the
distributed environment
Maintaining the integrity of the distributed
database is critical for various application

using it. In addition the databases must be
consistent during the updates in the
schema which should be reflected to all the
entities participating in the network. A
fundamental approach in schema matching
is Match which takes input as two schemas
and that have a corresponding relationship.
Database schema changes can affect the
database itself and anything which uses the
database. Currently schema is matching is
generally done manually. This task is quite
tedious, time taking and is quite prone to
error. In this paper we discuss a system
named as DB-Compare which is used to
automatically search and find the
divergence which may be present due to
network failure, incorrect configurations or
due to human error.When presented with a
pair of “client” schemas that need to be
matched (and their corresponding database
instances), DB-Compare matches them
using probabilistic methods, an attempt is
made to match every attribute of one client
schema with every attribute of the other
client schema, resulting in individual
scores.
II.

Schema Matching Issues

A schema consists of a set of related
elements, such as tables, columns,
classes,
Stored
Procedure,
Stored
Functions, Triggers views and attributes.
The result of a Match operation is a
mapping. A mapping consists of a set of
mapping elements, each of which
indicates that certain elements of schema
S1 are related to certain elements of
schema S2. For example, a mapping
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between purchase order schemas POand
Pordercould include a mapping element
that relates element.
PO
Porder
Lines
Items
Item
Item
Line
Item number
Qty
Quantity
Uom
Unit of Measure

Figure 1 Two Schema to be matched
Schema matching isinherently subjective.
Schemas may not completely capture the
semantics of the data they describe, and
there may be several plausible mappings
between two schemas (making the concept
of a single best mapping ill-defined). This
subjectivity makes it valuable to have user
input to guide the match and essential to
have user validation of the result. This
guidance may come via an initial mapping,
Thus, the goal of schema matching is:
Given two input schemas in any data
model
and, optionally,
auxiliary
information and an input-mapping,
compute a mapping between schema
elements of the two input schemas that
passes user validation.
III.

Related Works

As the existing system there are several
approaches for the database comparison
using Bayesian approach and many other
technique but they are using having some
limitation which gives us the scope to
develop a new approach for the
comparison of database
IV.
Methodology
Methodology:All currently promoted
matching systems use a combination of
different
matching
techniques
for
improving the quality of the matching
results. In our work we restrict ourselves

to the most common system architecture of
parallel combination.

System Architecture
Now the schemas are ready to be
superimposed, giving rise to some
intermediate integrated schema(s). The
inter-mediate results are analysed and, if
necessary, restructured in order to achieve
several desirable qualities. A global
conceptual schema may be tested against
the following qualitative criteria: All of the
above issues and activities are strongly
influenced by the data model used to
express
conceptual
schemas.
The
relationship between the comparison and
conforming activity and the choice of data
model is apparent in all the methodologies
that perform these activities “by layers”
These layers correspond to the different
semantic constructs supported by the
model; The comparison activity focuses on
primitive objects first (e.g., entities in the
entity-relationship model); then it deals
with those modelling constructs that
represent associations among primitive
objects (e.g., relationships in the entityrelationship model). Note that relationalmodel-based methodologies do not show
up in the result because the relation is their
only schema construct. A few qualitative
observations can be made concerning the
relative merit of different models.
 Completeness and Correctness.
The integrated schema must
contain all concepts present in any
component schema correctly. The
integrated schema must be a
representation of the union of the
application domains associated
with the schemas.
A simpler data model, that is, one with
fewer
data-modelling
constructs,
properties, and constraints has an
advantage in conforming and merging
activities. This stems from various factors:
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1. Minimality. If the same concept is
represented in more than one
component schema, it must be
represented only once in the
integrated schema.
2. Understandability. The integrated
schema should be easy to
understand for the designer and the
end user. This implies that among
the several possible representations
of results of integration allowed by
a data model, the one that is
(qualitatively)
the
most
understandable should be chosen.
the possibility of type conflicts is
smaller;
Proposed Algorithms:
1. Algorithms used for table comparison
1. While database1.schema is not
empty() and database2.schema is
not empty()
2.
Fetch
the
tables
from
database1.information_schema
view where the object type is „u‟ in
local temporary tables
3.
Fetch
the
tables
from
database2.information_schema
view where the object type is „u‟ in
local temporary tables
4. Compare the objects of table type
of
database1.schema
and
database2.schema using subquery,
inner join and not in clause
5. Fetch the result in global temporary
tables for further reference
6. End
Algorithms
used
for
columns
comparison in common tables
1. While database1.schema is not
empty() and database2.schema is
not empty()
2.
Fetch
the
tables
from
database1.information_schema
view where the object type is „u‟ in
local temporary tables
3.
Fetch
the
tables
from
database2.information_schema
view where the object type is „u‟ in
local temporary tables

4. Compare the objects of column
type of database1.schema and
database2.schema using subquery,
inner join and not in clause
5. Fetch the result in global temporary
tables for further reference
6. End
Algorithms
used
for
datatype
comparison in common tables
1. While database1.schema is not
empty() and database2.schema is
not empty()
2.
Fetch
the
tables
from
database1.information_schema
view where the object type is „u‟ in
local temporary tables
3.
Fetch
the
tables
from
database2.information_schema
view where the object type is „u‟ in
local temporary tables
4. Compare the objects of datatype of
common table and common
columns of database1.schema and
database2.schema using subquery,
inner join and not in clause
5. Fetch the result in global temporary
tables for further reference
6. End
Algorithms used for Column Length
comparison in common tables
1. While database1.schema is not
empty() and database2.schema is
not empty()
2.
Fetch
the
tables
from
database1.information_schema
view where the object type is „u‟ in
local temporary tables
3.
Fetch
the
tables
from
database2.information_schema
view where the object type is „u‟ in
local temporary tables
4. Compare the objects of datatype
(column length) of common table
and
common
columns
of
database1.schema
and
database2.schema using subquery,
inner join and not in clause
5. Fetch the result in global temporary
tables for further reference
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6.

End

VII.

V.
Results & Discussion
The tool was tested on fifteen location on
real database where the process of reverse
engineering was going to be implemented
and the result achieved where up to the
mark.
600
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0

The figure is showing the differences between
the testing databases and the linked server
database .The graph is displaying the

number of equality as well as number of
difference in the schema structure of
location databases.
VI.

Conclusion

The tool developed for the database
comparison is working efficiently in
homogenous
database.
The
result
generated were analysed and were correct
and up to the mark. The tool developed is
network based and it fetches the schema
pattern to the local system therefore
analysis and comparison does not affect
the database running on the location. Since
the database integrity is very much
important therefore this approach is
helpful for the database administrator and
architectures to analyse the schema
structure of their databases.

Future Scope

This approach will also enables to
converge the database objects so that they
are consistent at different databases in the
future moreover it can be implemented in
hetrogenous database environment
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